OUR STORY

Founded in 2001,
Performance Diesel
Inc. began manufacturing the BIG
BOSS® line of high-quality diesel
engine products. PDI focuses on
continued research and development
to bring you not only the highest
quality performance products but
industry leading customer service
and support as well. From the
purchase to installation, PDI’s
products, service, and support are
second to none. We install any of
our products in our 10 bay, fullservice diesel repair facilities. PDI
is dedicated to discovering the best
possible combinations of highperformance parts and accessories to
help you achieve your diesel efficiency
and power goals. We strive to provide
you with the cleanest, smoothest and
most powerful ride available.
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BIG BOSS® Engine Control Module (ECM) Tuning from Performance Diesel is the simplest and most
effective way to unlock the highest horsepower and fuel efficiency gains in the market. Offered
in a wide variety of applications, BIG BOSS® ECM Tuning, along with the high-quality line of BIG
BOSS® Performance Parts, will optimize your diesel engine to your operating style and comfort.
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ALL PERFORMANCE DIESEL PRODUCTS ARE PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA

PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS AND
INDUSTRY LEADING CUSTOMER
SERVICE SO HARD-WORKING
DIESEL ENGINE OWNERS ACQUIRE
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Performance Diesel sets the standard
for diesel engine performance and
reliability. Each of our BIG BOSS® line of products is proudly made in
the USA and designed to not only help you take control of horsepower,
but to also make your engine more efficient and reliable.

TWIN TURBO KITS

BIG BOSS® Twin Turbo Kits are built for
800-1500 Horsepower and are available
for CAT, Cummins and Detroit engines. Combine a twin turbo with
PDI’s engine tuning and customization options and you’ll maximize
your engine’s potential.

Typical radiators have aluminum cores and plastic
tanks. PDI’s BIG BOSS® Radiators are made of
high strength, heavy gauge, rust-resistant steel with professionally
engineered bolt-on (steel) or solder-on (brass) reinforced tanks with
copper or brass cores.

Call Performance Diesel to learn more about our extensive,
quality line of products and industry-leading customer service.
Visit our shops in Utah and Pennsylvania, or contact any of our
authorized dealers for professional, full-service installation and
customization. Find us online at pdidiesel.com.

EXHAUST MANIFOLDS

CAMS

ECM TUNING

PDI is the industry leader for quality, fuel

INTAKE MANIFOLDS

BIG BOSS® Intake Manifolds allow up
to 55% more clean air into the engine,

PDI’s BIG BOSS® Cams are designed with higher lift and
duration for more power and better efficiency. Our Cams

are available for Caterpillar, Detroit and Cummins ISX, with options

CARB EO No. D-773

from 500-1100 horsepower.

MUFFLERS

PDI’s Straight Flow Performance Stack Mufflers
cancel out sound waves by directing them into

while still mounting in the factory position with factory hardware.

one another for a low restriction, quiet exhaust. PDI’s Mufflers lower

Engine Control Module (ECM) Tuning, PDI has what it takes to

PDI’s open design Intake Manifold allows for cooler intake air

exhaust temperatures, increase fuel mileage, improve throttle response,

keep you rolling past the pump. ECM Tuning is available for CAT

temperatures and an additional 15-20hp.

and gain up to 50 additional horsepower.

INTERCOOLERS

CRANK DAMPERS

efficiency, and power! With top-of-the-line

(CARB EO No. D-773-1), Cummins, Detroit, Paccar and Maxxforce
in a wide-variety of years and applications. Add a BIG BOSS® Turbo

CARB EO No. D-773-1

BIG BOSS® Exhaust Manifolds
eliminate weak points such as
warping, cracking, and center divider failure common in stock
manifolds. Optimize exhaust flow characteristics and improve
performance while cooling exhaust temperatures by 75-100 degrees.
(CARB EO No. D-773)

RADIATORS

and Manifold to your engine and you can have the most efficient and
powerful engine on the road, in the field, and on the job.

turbos

Performance Diesel’s BIG BOSS® Turbos are made with

PDI’s BIG BOSS® Intercoolers are built
to our specifications to support 600hp to

PDI’s BIG BOSS® Damper consists of a
free rotation inertia ring surrounded by

900hp applications. With no boost drop across the cooler, BIG BOSS®

a viscous silicone fluid enclosed in a laser welded housing. The outer

Intercoolers decrease EGT’s 150 to 200 degrees and decrease intake

housing reacts with the crankshaft while the inertia ring rotates at a

manifold air temperature up to 30%.

constant speed, reducing destructive vibration.

OIL CAPS

CLUTCHES

an industry-exclusive stainless steel turbine housing
that offers enhanced airflow and improved performance efficiency. The
material used is a very robust design that withstands the toughest heat
cycle conditions. PDI offers multiple BIG BOSS® Performance Turbos
and Turbo Kits for Caterpillar, Detroit, and Cummins ISX engines.

Performance Diesel’s BIG BOSS® Oil Caps are machined
from high-grade billet aluminum for longevity and

PDI’s Heavy Duty “EZ Push” Clutch is rated for
2,400 lbs/ft and offers manual adjustment. The

superior performance over typical stock oil caps. PDI’s Oil Caps are

exclusive spring technology results in a smoother engagement with

available for CAT and Cummins ISX and like all of PDI’s BIG BOSS® line

a 30% reduction in pedal effort, reducing driver fatigue. One year

of products are proudly made in the USA.

unlimited mileage warranty included.

